STANDING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
BEFORE THE EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE

37th meeting

Munich, 23 - 24 June 2005
(Room 128, commencing at 9.30h)

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Opening and Adoption of the Agenda  SACEPO 1/05
2. President’s Report on the development of the European patent system  Info 1
3. Report on actions resulting from earlier meetings  Info 2
4. Quality management in the EPO  SACEPO 2/05
5. Acceleration of the publication of the mention to grant (Art. 97(5) EPC)  SACEPO 3/05
7. Community Patent / London Protocol / EPLA - Status Reports  SACEPO 4/05
8. EC-Directive on protection of Computer Implemented Inventions - Status Report  SACEPO 5/05
9. Use-limited patent protection for gene and partial gene sequences  SACEPO 6/05
10. PCT-matters
   - Reform proposals (update) and improving the quality in int. search (IB proposal)  SACEPO 7/05
   - Development of PCT-Quality framework  SACEPO 8/05


12. Trilateral matters
   - Priority document exchange  SACEPO 10/05
   - Draft import guidelines  SACEPO 11/05
   - JPO proposal for a "New Route"  SACEPO 12/05

13. Proposal for a structural reform of SACEPO  SACEPO 13/05

14. Other business